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COURSE OUTLINE AND ASSIGNMENTS
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Structure of the course

!Introduction 
(Jurgen De Wispelaere) 

!Technological 
Unemployment 
(Ville-Veikko Pulkka) 

!Welfare State 
(Bettina Leibetseder) 

!Health 
(Evelyn Forget)
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!Reciprocity  
(José A. Noguera) 

!Political Challenges 
(Jurgen De Wispelaere) 

!Basic Income in Finland 
(Johanna Perkiö) 

!Basic Income 
Experiment 
(Olli Kangas)



Group assignment

!Group project on a specific social policy issue related to basic 
income: 

!Prepare a short report documenting your process and results (5-8 pp.) 
!Introduction and problem formulation: what is your concern? 
!Background discussion and review: what do we know about your 

problem? 
!Description of approach and results: a particular proposal or a 

way to handle the issue (personal reflection but grounded in 
research) 

!Conclusion: what have you achieved and where to go next? 
!Present your work at a student workshop on Friday 16.12:  

!20mins presentation and 20mins discussion with fellow students
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Key dates for the assignment

!Mon 31.10: group formation (four/five groups of around 5 students) 
!Fri 11.11: email your topic (title and a short paragraph of explanation) 

to Antti & Jurgen  
!Mon 14.4: you can discuss your topic with Jurgen (make appointment) 
!Mon 12.12: email draft report to Jurgen, who will provide feedback 

before your presentation 
!Fri 16.12: presentation of your project (use slides!) and discussion with 

fellow students (no recording of presentations) 
!Mon 9.1: final report, taking into account some points from the 

discussion (to be posted online)
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Basic income resources

!Academic journal, Basic Income Studies:  
https://www.degruyter.com/view/j/bis 

!Anthology on basic income research:  
http://eu.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/
productCd-1405158107,subjectCd-EC60.html 

!Keep up-to-date on basic income news, developments 
and debates at BINews: http://basicincome.org/news/ 

!BIEN Finland – Suomen perustuloverkosto ry:  
http://perustulo.org/
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BASIC INCOME - UTOPIA WITH A PEDIGREE
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Thomas Paine, Agrarian Justice (1797)

“To create a national fund, out of 
which there shall be paid to every 
person … the sum of ten pounds per 
annum, during life, to every person 
now living, of the age of fifty years, 
and to all others as they shall arrive 
at that age ... It is proposed that the 
payments, as already stated, be 
made to every person, rich or poor.”
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Basic income media attention, 201610

Source: Scott Santens, Basic Income on the March (Google Trends)



The Swiss Referendum, June 2016

!The Swiss Citizen’s Initiative (2013) obtained 
123.000 signatures, forcing a Referendum 

!Proposal: constitutional reform to introduce 
basic income  
!Level of BI and funding scheme would be 

determined by government 
!Political debate proceeded with discussion 

of high BI of 2,500 Swiss francs 
!Referendum results: 23.1% in favour/76.9% 

against (46.3% participation rate)
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Finland, en route to the first nation-wide 
basic income experiment …
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Not only Finland …

!Basic Income experiments/pilots considered in … 
!Netherlands: four municipalities to go ahead in 2017 (Utrecht, 

Tilburg, Groningen, Wageningen) 
!Canadian Provincial Governments of Ontario and Quebec 
!France: Senator report exploring basic income experiment and 

regional interest in Aquitaine 
!Switzerland: Lausanne 
!Give-Directly: universal and long-term (10-15 years) experiment 

in villages in East-Africa 
!Oakland (US): Y-combinator project
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WHAT IS BASIC INCOME?
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Basic income is universal

!Social support programs selectively target specific groups 
!Unemployment insurance, disability benefits, social 

assistance, basic pensions, child benefit … 
!Basic income … 

!No selectivity: all citizens (residents?) are equally 
entitled 

!Targeting within universalism? Focus on the bottom of 
the income distribution
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Basic income is individual

!Social support programs have a strong 
household focus 
!Earnings/benefits of one person affect 

entitlement of the partner 
!Basic income is … 

!Individually calculated (no household “tax”) 
!Individually paid (income security)
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Basic income is unconditional

!Social support programs are conditional on 
recipients satisfying a variety of criteria 

!Basic income has … 
!No means test (no income test, no asset test) 
!No work (or willingness-to-work) test or 

corresponding obligations 
!No restrictions on use (cash, not vouchers)
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One idea, several concrete models …

!The policy core of the basic income ideal is 
universality, individuality and unconditionality, but … 

!Variation in concrete basic income models 
!Level (partial vs. full basic income) 
!Funding (income tax, wealth tax, green taxes …) 
!Duration (life-long, several years …) 
! Implementation (demogrant, negative income tax)
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BASIC INCOME AS SOCIAL CRITIQUE
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Basic income and the social contract

!The post-war social contract has broken down 
!Economic inequality/insecurity increased dramatically 
!Stable jobs are disappearing and many are trapped in 

temporary insecure arrangements (“precariat”) 
!Vast amounts of social contribution (care) go unrecognised 

!Austerity policies put downward pressure on the most vulnerable 
!Social investment and activation: failed responses? 
!Austerity politics resists the funding commitment necessary to 

make the social investment state work (“austerity paradox”)
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Basic income’s transformative 
agenda?

!Care and gender inequality 
!Ecological considerations (post-productivism) 
!Distribution and economic inequality 
!From re-distribution to pre-distribution? 
!Social inclusion: rethinking social participation 

outside of labor markets
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Basic income: a question of social 
justice?

!“Principled approaches”: justice requires basic income 
!Freedom-based justifications: basic income 

promotes freedom 
!Democratic justifications: basic income precondition 

for democratic participation and citizenship 
!Entitlement justifications: basic income is part of the 

common pool of resources that belongs to everyone
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BASIC INCOME AS SOCIAL POLICY
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Political philosopher Brian Barry (2001)

“Asking about the pros or cons of 
basic income as such is rather like 
asking about the pros and cons of 
keeping a feline as a pet without 
distinguishing between a tiger and 
a tabby.”
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Basic income as a “family” of proposals

! Variation in design and implementation (different models) 
! Variation in policy effects depending on concrete model 

adopted 
! Poverty, health, education, social participation etc … 

! Variation in political effects depending on expected policy effects 
! Different sets of winners and losers 
! Impact on political feasibility and political stability (resilience) 
! Division between progressive and conservative basic income 

constituencies and coalitions
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Is basic income a radical departure, or a major 
adaptation (but continuation)of current policy, or 
perhaps both?
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Three challenges

! The evidence challenge: how do we know that/which basic income 
works? 
! Problem: basic income is a different scheme from what is currently in 

place, so how do we get the evidence? 
! The policy challenge: basic income functions as part of a pre-existing 

policy environment, so how do we make sure basic income “fits”? 
! Problem: different basic income models may require more changes 

in the background environment or other policies (adaptation/
transformation) 

! The political challenge: how do we shepherd basic income through the 
many political hurdles on the road to policy adoption? (political strategy)
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Practical info about the course

! Course info at UTA: https://
www10.uta.fi/opas/
opetusohjelma/marjapuuro.htm?
id=33479 

! Course website: https://
basicincometampere2016.wordpr
ess.com/lectures-2/ 

! Contact: Jurgen De Wispelaere 
(jurgen.dewispelaere@gmail.com)
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